East Bay Animal Rescue & Refuge (EBARR)
Adoption Site
____________
DL# & State
____________

5433 Clayton Rd. Unit K-#125
Clayton, CA. 94517
animalrescue@ebarr.org
(925) 222-7047
www.ebarr.org

ADOPTION FEE
Credit/Debit _____
Cash $ _____
Check _____
Donation $_______

CAT/DOG ADOPTION AGREEMENT
1. East Bay Animal Rescue & Refuge is placing the following described cat/dog with you
for adoption as a house pet.
Animal Information:
Name ________________________________ Male _______ Female _______
Birth Date _______________________
Color/Markings/Breed/Mix: ___________________________________________
Spay/Neuter Date ________________
Any known health problems? __________________________________________
Medical records will be sent to you within 30 days; however, all records can be
obtained from our exclusive veterinarian If you adopt an animal with a full vet package
ALL BAY ANIMAL HOSPITAL.
Veterinarian _______________________________________________________
2. Adoption Fee. We require an adoption fee of $ ______ for the cat/dog to help offset our
expenses for its veterinary care, etc. We have a very limited budget. The total veterinary
costs for this cat/dog have many times amounted to much more than the adoption fee.
Any donation you can make in addition to the adoption fee is greatly appreciated.
3. No Representations. You understand that this cat/dog was previously unwanted, lost or
surrendered and may have been rescued from a dangerous, unhealthy and /or cruel
situation. This could result in the cat/dog’s emotional or physical illness. You agree
that we are making no representation or warranties about the temperament,
personality or condition of the cat/dog.
4. Care of the cat/dog. You agree to provide the cat/dog with daily exercise, fresh water,
wholesome food and affection. You understand that your adoption of this cat/dog is
intended to be permanent and you will not abandon it. If you are unable to keep the
cat/dog for any reason you agree that you will use your best efforts to find a suitable
home. We will assist you in that effort if necessary.
5. Veterinary Care. You agree to have the cat/dog examined by a licensed veterinarian
within 14 days of adoption. You agree to have the cat/dog examined by a licensed

veterinarian no less than yearly thereafter. In case of illness or injury, you agree to seek
prompt veterinary care. You agree to keep rabies and distemper vaccinations current.
EBARR is not responsible for accidental injuries and/or medical problems related to the
adoption of this animal.
6. Lost cat/dog. You agree to make a serious effort to find the cat/dog if it becomes lost, by
immediately (a) filing lost reports with the local police, animal control authorities, animal
shelters, SPCA’s and local veterinarians, (b) posting lost cat signs and (c) contacting us
for additional advice.
7. No Liability. East Bay Animal Rescue & Refuge is not liable to you or any other party
for any losses, injuries, damages, costs, expenses, Liabilities, lawsuits or judgments
whatsoever in connection with your adoption or ownership of the cat/dog.
8. Entire Agreement; Modification; Binding Effect. This agreement is the entire
agreement between East Bay Animal Rescue & Refuge and you and supersedes any prior
understandings with respect to this adoption. No modification of this Agreement will be
valid unless in writing duly signed by both you and a representative of EBARR. This
Agreement is legally binding.
9. This animal owned by EBARR until the animal if fully through our vet, or an
agreement is reached between adopter and EBARR that the animal may legally be owned
by new adopter before the animal is fully vetted. EBARR has the right to take the animal
back into EBARR’s custody if EBARR feels the animal is being mistreated, the adopter
was dishonest in the application process or if the new adopter is representing EBARR in
a negative way to the public. EBARR may take custody of the animal if the adopter is
trying to rehome, give as a gift or EBARR learns that the adopter is not the individual
whom the animal is living with. EBARR approves one owner, and individuals may not
rehome without EBARR’s agreement in the first year.
ADOPTER
Print Name ____________________

EBARR REPRESENTATIVE
Print Name ________________

Sign Name ____________________

Sign Name ________________

Date _________________________

Date _____________________

Address ______________________
Email Address (Clearly) _________
_____________________________

Eff. Date 010/01/18

